Hand velocity and acceleration are coherent with magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signals recorded from the contralateral primary sensorimotor (SM1) cortex. To learn more of this interaction, we compared the coupling of MEG signals with four hand-action-related peripheral signals: acceleration, pressure, force, and electromyogram (EMG). Fifteen subjects performed self-paced repetitive hand-action tasks for 3.5 min at a rate of about 3 Hz. Either acceleration, pressure or force signal was acquired with MEG and EMG signals during (1) flexions-extensions of right-hand fingers, with thumb touching the other fingers (acceleration; free), (2) dynamic index-thumb pinches against an elastic rubber ball attached to a pressure sensor (pressure and acceleration; squeeze), and (3) brief fixed-finger-position index-thumb pinches against a rigid load cell (force; fixed-pinch). Significant coherence occurred between MEG and all the four peripheral measures at the fundamental frequency of the hand action (F0) and its first harmonic (F1). In all tasks, the cortical sources contributing to the cross-correlograms were located at the contralateral hand SM1 cortex, with average inter-source distance (mean ± SEM) of 9.5 ± 0.3 mm. The coherence was stronger with respect to pressure (0.40 ± 0.03 in squeeze) and force (0.38 ± 0.04 in fixed-pinch) than acceleration (0.24 ± 0.03 in free) and EMG (0.25 ± 0.02 in free, and 0.29 ± 0.04 in fixed-pinch). The results imply that the SM1 cortex is strongly coherent at F0 and F1 with hand-action-related pressure and force, in addition to the previously demonstrated EMG, velocity, and acceleration. All these measures, especially force and pressure, are potential tools for functional mapping of the SM1 cortex.
Introduction
Several hand-action-related signals, such as electromyogram (EMG) (Brown et al., 1998; Conway et al., 1995; Hari and Salenius, 1999; Mima and Hallett, 1999; Salenius et al., 1996 Salenius et al., , 1997 , movement velocity (Jerbi et al., 2007) and acceleration (Bourguignon et al., 2011 (Bourguignon et al., , 2012 are coherent with brain signals recorded with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG).
The corticomuscular coherence between MEG and EMG or EEG and EMG reflects modulation of motor-cortex drive to motor unit populations Salenius et al., 1997) . Corticomuscular coherence is typically observed during sustained isometric contraction Kilner et al., 1999; Salenius et al., 1997) , and it peaks at~15-40 Hz depending on the exerted force Mima and Hallett, 1999) . Corticomuscular coherence decreases during dynamic movements with respect to the steady isometric hold period Kilner et al., 1999; Salenius and Hari, 2003) , and its sources display somatotopical order in the primary motor (M1) cortex contralateral to the contracted muscle (Murayama et al., 2001; Salenius et al., 1997) .
The corticokinematic coherence (CKC), on the other hand, reflects coupling between primary sensorimotor (SM1) cortex MEG and kinematic (e.g. acceleration) signals of executed or observed hand movements (Bourguignon et al., 2011 (Bourguignon et al., , 2013a Jerbi et al., 2007) . CKC is observed during fast repetitive dynamic executed or observed hand movements at the same frequency as the movements are performed, typically at 2-5 Hz (Bourguignon et al., 2011 (Bourguignon et al., , 2012 (Bourguignon et al., , 2013a Jerbi et al., 2007) . In addition to the hand kinematics, rhythmic modulation of EMG during repetitive voluntary hand movements is coherent with MEG at SM1 cortex at the movement frequency (~1.4-3.9 Hz) (Pollok et al., 2004 (Pollok et al., , 2005a .
We have recently proposed CKC as a tool for functional mapping of the SM1 cortex (Bourguignon et al., 2011) , but it is still unclear to what extent hand-action-related kinetic signals such as force and pressure are coupled with the cortical MEG signals.
The purpose of the current study was to compare coherence between MEG and four hand-action-related peripheral signals (acceleration, pressure, force, and EMG) during repetitive self-paced continuous dynamic or fixed hand-actions. The tasks were selected to vary in their range of motion to clarify whether the degree of hand movement is crucial for the coherence. We expected all these signals to be phase-synchronized with MEG signals as they all carry information about the fundamental frequency of the repetitive hand-actions. The coherence strengths and respective source locations were compared between the peripheral signals.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Fifteen healthy subjects (mean age 29.4 yrs, range 21-38 yrs; 8 males, 7 females) without any history of neuropsychiatric disease or movement disorders were studied. According to Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) , 14 subjects were right-handed (mean score 92, range 67-100 on the scale from -100 to 100) and one subject was ambidextrous (-20) .
The study had prior approval by the ethics committee of the Helsinki and Uusimaa hospital district. The subjects gave informed consent before participation. Subjects were compensated monetarily for the lost working hours and travel expenses.
Experimental protocol
During MEG recordings, the subjects were sitting with their left hand on the thigh, the right hand on a table in front of them. Earplugs were used to minimize concomitant auditory noise. A white paper sheet was taped vertically on the MEG gantry to prevent the subjects from seeing their moving right hand. Subjects were instructed to fixate a self-chosen detail in a picture (21 × 30 cm 2 ) on the wall of the magnetically shielded room, positioned 2.8 m in front of them, 11°to the left from the midline.
Subjects performed three hand-action tasks: (1) free: dynamic flexions-extensions of right-hand fingers, with thumb touching the other fingers (unrestricted~10-cm range of motion between the thumb and other fingers); the acceleration of the right index finger was monitored with a 3-axis accelerometer (ADXL335 iMEMS Accelerometer, Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, MA, USA) attached on the nail of the index finger (Fig. 1) , (2) squeeze: dynamic index-thumb flexions (pinches) against an elastic rubber ball (~1-cm range of motion) attached to a pneumatic pressure sensor (MPX5050DP, Motorola Inc., Denver, Colorado, USA), and (3) fixed-pinch: brief fixed-finger-position indexthumb pinches (minimal movement, fingers fixed to noncompliant force sensor) against a rigid load cell (1042, Vishay Precision Group, Malvern, PA, USA). During squeeze task, acceleration was also recorded correspondingly to the free task.
The subjects were instructed to perform repetitive, self-paced hand actions continuously for 3.5 min at comfortable but rather fast rate of their own preference (which turned out to be about 3 Hz) and at low intensity (to avoid muscle fatigue). The order of the four tasks was randomized for each subject.
Measurements
MEG
The measurements were carried out at the MEG Core of Aalto University. MEG signals recorded in a magnetically shielded room (Imedco AG, Hägendorf, Switzerland) with a 306-channel whole-scalp neuromagnetometer (Elekta Neuromag™, Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland). The recording passband was 0.1-330 Hz and the signals were sampled at 1 kHz. The subject's head position inside the MEG helmet was continuously monitored by feeding current to four head-tracking coils located on the scalp; the locations of the coils with respect to anatomical fiducials were determined with an electromagnetic tracker (Fastrak, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA).
Peripheral signals
The four peripheral signals (acceleration, pressure, force, and EMG) were low-pass filtered at 330 Hz and sampled at 1 kHz, time-locked to Fig. 1 . Representative signals of one subject in free (left), squeeze (middle) and fixed-pinch (right) hand-action tasks. MEG signal from a single gradiometer channel (filtered 1-10 Hz) over the SM1 cortex. Acceleration signal is from one of the 3-axis accelerometer channels (raw), measured from the tip of right index finger during free task, and Euclidian norm of the three accelerations (norm). Pressure and force signals were recorded during squeeze and fixed-pinch tasks respectively. EMG signals from flexor carpi radialis muscle was measured during all three tasks. MEG signals. Surface EMG was measured during all hand-action tasks with two EMG electrodes placed in bipolar configuration (20 mm inter-electrode distance) over flexor carpi radialis muscle (impedance b 10 kΩ).
MRI
3D-T1 magnetic resonance images (MRIs) were acquired with whole-body General Electric Signa® 3.0T MRI scanner (Signa VH/i, General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) at AMI Centre, Aalto University.
Data processing Preprocessing
Continuous MEG data were first preprocessed off-line using the signal-space-separation (SSS) method to suppress external interferences and to correct for head movements (Taulu et al., 2004) . The MEG data were band-pass filtered offline at 1-195 Hz. Offline filters were 1-195 for acceleration, 1-45 Hz for pressure and force, and 20-195 Hz for EMG signals. Pressure and force signals were filtered with lower low-pass cut-off frequency due to their low-frequency content. High-pass cut-off frequency of 20 Hz was applied to EMG signals to remove potential movement artifacts inherent to the hand-actions.
Coherence analysis
To perform frequency and coherence analyses, continuous data were split into 2048 ms epochs with 1638-ms epoch overlap, leading to a frequency resolution of~0.5 Hz (Bortel and Sovka, 2007) . MEG epochs with magnetometer signals >3 pT or gradiometer signals >0.7 pT/cm were excluded to avoid contamination by eye movements and blinks, muscle activity, or external MEG artifacts. Coherence analysis , yielding the cross-, power-, and coherence spectra, as well as the cross-correlogram, was performed between MEG signals and EMG signal for all tasks, and between MEG and acceleration, pressure, or force signals depending of the task (free: acceleration free and EMG free , squeeze: pressure, acceleration squeeze and EMG squeeze and fixed-pinch: force and EMG fixed-pinch ). Acceleration applied in free and squeeze tasks, was computed at every time step as the Euclidian norm of the three orthogonal accelerometer channels. Rectified pressure and force signals were applied in squeeze and fixed-pinch tasks, respectively. EMG was also rectified prior to coherence analysis. Before the coherence analysis, each epoch of acceleration, pressure, force, and EMG was normalized by its Euclidian norm (Bourguignon et al., 2011; Brown et al., 1998; Pohja et al., 2005) .
Source locations
Cross-correlograms were band-pass filtered at 1-45 Hz. For one subject, a strong artifact present in the MEG-force cross-correlogram was removed by raising the low-pass filter limit to 2.5 Hz. Source analysis was performed in the time domain, on the spatial distribution of the filtered cross-correlogram, as previously done in corticomuscular coherence and CKC studies (Bourguignon et al., 2011; Brown et al., 1998; Pohja et al., 2005) . Individual MRIs were used to fit a spherical head model to the centroparietal brain region. Then, equivalent current dipoles (ECDs) were estimated within the spherical head model at the main peak of the filtered cross-correlogram, using a selection of at least 100 sensors that comprised all the most responsive sensors over the hemisphere contralateral to the acting hand. Sources were considered valid when the goodness-of-fit value exceeded 75% and the confidence volume was below 500 mm 3 . The sources were visualized on the coregistered individual MRIs.
To compare source coordinates across subjects, a non-linear transformation from individual MRIs to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain was first computed using the spatial normalization algorithm implemented in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and then applied to source coordinates.
Statistical analysis
Hand-action characteristics
Hand action regularity in time and amplitude domain, rate of the hand actions, and the number of accepted trials used in the coherence analysis were compared between the tasks with a one-way, threelevels (tasks: free, squeeze, fixed-pinch) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Post-hoc paired t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons were performed for all the significant ANOVA effects. The regularity of the hand actions in time domain was assessed with coefficient of variation of intervals between the successive hand actions. The regularity of hand action amplitude was assessed for acceleration (free), pressure (squeeze) and force (fixed-pinch) signals with the coefficient of variation of the absolute peak values during the successive hand actions.
Statistical significance of coherence
The statistical significances of individual coherence levels were assessed with surrogate data to overcome the multiple-comparison issue. First, 1000 surrogate coherence spectra per each individual were obtained by computing coherence between real MEG signals and Fourier transform surrogate peripheral signals (acceleration, pressure, force, EMG); the Fourier transform surrogate imposes power spectrum to remain the same as in the original signal but it replaces the phase of Fourier coefficients by random numbers in the range [−π; π] (Faes et al., 2004) . Then, a single maximum coherence value across a pre-selection of 18 gradiometers covering the left rolandic area in the 1-10 Hz frequency range was extracted for each surrogate coherence spectrum; similar area selection has been previously used by Kim and Chung (2007) and was chosen here as the maximum coherence was expected to occur at this location (e.g. Bourguignon et al., 2011) . Finally, the 0.95-percentile of this maximum coherence value yielded the coherence threshold of pb 0.05.
Strength of coherence
Frequencies of interest, showing consistent coherence across subjects, were first identified (Bourguignon et al., 2011 ). Then, group-level comparison of the coherence strengths between MEG and each peripheral signal was performed with a two-way 7 signals (acceleration free , acceleration squeeze , pressure, force, EMG squeeze , EMG free , EMG fixed-pinch )× number of frequencies of interest repeated-measures ANOVA, with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The dependent variable was the maximal coherence value across the pre-selection of 18 gradiometers covering the left rolandic area, independently for each peripheral signal and frequency.
Source locations
The differences between source locations (the ECDs) of the 7 handaction-related peripheral signals (acceleration free , acceleration squeeze , pressure, force, EMG free , EMG squeeze , EMG fixed-pinch ) were assessed with non-parametric permutation test (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . This approach was preferred over parametric assessment for its ability to deal with the multiple comparison issue (i.e. one test for all 3 coordinates) and for its rotational invariance (i.e. it does not depend on the arbitrary coordinate system orientation). First, the mean MNI coordinates (across subjects) were computed for the sources of each peripheral signal, yielding 7 source coordinates. Then, a χ parameter to quantify source dispersion was computed as the root-mean-square of the distances between all the possible 21 pairs of sources. The χ value is low for clustered sources, whereas a high χ value suggests difference between source locations. Under the null hypothesis that the source location is the same regardless of the task or peripheral signal, their labeling is exchangeable prior χ computation (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) . To reject this null hypothesis and compute a significance threshold for the correctly labeled sources, the sample distribution of the χ value was computed from 100 000 different permutations. Each permutation consisted of shuffling all the 7 labels (acceleration free , acceleration squeeze , pressure, force, EMG free , EMG squeeze , EMG fixed-pinch ) independently for each subject -leading to (71) 15 possible permutation (number of possible pairs of sources to the power of number of subjects). The χ threshold at p b 0.05 was defined as the 95 percentile of the sample distribution (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) .
Results
Hand-action-related peripheral signals showed synchronous oscillations with the hand actions. Fig. 1 shows 2-s epochs of the MEG, acceleration, pressure, force, and EMG signals from a representative subject during each task. Clear sinusoidal oscillation of pressure and force signals can be seen, but the oscillation pattern is more complex for EMG and acceleration signals.
Hand action characteristics
All 15 subjects performed the tasks without difficulties. The tasks were performed at low intensity (mean ± standard error of mean (SEM), peak magnitude (Euclidian norm) of acceleration during free task 5.5 ± 1.4 G, peak force during fixed-pinch task 0.51± 0.09 N, and peak pressure during squeeze task 0.05 ± 0.03 Bar, corresponding to force of 0.70 ± 0.42 N applied on area of 1.5 cm 2 , comparable to the contact of the finger tip to the elastic rubber ball).
The subjects were able to maintain regular rate throughout each task, without clear breaks during the tasks. However, the regularity of both the rate and amplitude of the hand-actions differed between the tasks (F 2,28 =7.82, p=0.001 for rate; F 2,28 =6.71, p=0.008 for amplitude). Coefficient of variation of the inter-action interval was higher during fixed-pinch task (0.17±0.19) than free task (0.10±0.13, p=0.003), with no significant difference compared with the squeeze task (0.14± 0.18). Coefficient of variation of the inter-action absolute peak amplitude was lower for the pressure signal of the squeeze task (0.18±0.09) than for the acceleration signal of the free task (0.34±0.11, p=0.002) and the force signal of the fixed-pinch task (0.31±0.16, p=0.024). Moreover, the tasks were performed at different rates (F 2,28 =20.36, pb 0.001). Free task was performed at faster rate (mean± SEM, 3.9± 0.15 Hz) than squeeze (3.3±0.15 Hz, p=0.006) and fixed-pinch (2.7±0.20 Hz, pb 0.001) tasks, and the squeeze task was performed at faster rate than the fixed-pinch task (p=0.01). The number of accepted trials for coherence analysis did not differ (mean ±SEM, free: 489±5.6 squeeze: 484±14.9, fixed-pinch: 464± 14.5).
Coherence
All subjects displayed significant coherence (p b 0.05) between MEG and each peripheral signal, peaking either at the fundamental frequency of hand action (F0), ranging from 1.8 to 5.0 Hz, at its first harmonic (F1), or both. Fig. 2 The strength of coherence varied between the peripheral signals (F 6,84 =7.73, pb 0.001), but not between the F0 and F1 frequencies (F 1,14 =2.00, p=0.18) nor interaction (F 6,84 =1.45, p=0.25). Fig. 3 illus- trates the coherence level between MEG and each peripheral signal averaged over F0 and F1 frequencies. MEG coherence was stronger with pressure and force signals than with acceleration free (pressure: p= 0.0014, force: p=0.02), EMG free (pressure: p=0.0013, force: p= 0.036), and EMG fixed-pinch (pressure: p=0.012, force: p=0.011) signals. MEG coherence with acceleration free signal was also stronger than with acceleration free (p=0.04). The coherence levels for MEG-pressure, MEG-force, MEG-EMG squeeze and MEG-acceleration squeeze did not differ from each other, nor did the MEG-acceleration free and the three MEGEMGs. Table 1 shows strength of coherence for all seven MEG-peripheral signal pairs at F0 and F1. Fig. 4 shows location of the subjects' individual coherent sources for acceleration free , pressure, force and EMG free signals, and the respective group means. For all subjects, hand actions and peripheral signals, the individual cross-correlograms showed a clear oscillatory pattern in the contralateral rolandic sensors. Source analysis of the crosscorrelograms identified sources in the contralateral hand area of the SM1 cortex, either in posterior bank of precentral gyrus or in anterior bank of postcentral gyrus, with average inter-source distance (mean ± SEM) of 9.4±0.8 mm (range 0.3-28.7 mm) between the individual sources. Table 2 shows the goodness-of-fit and the volume of confidence of the ECDs.
Source locations
At group level (averaged across subjects), the 7 sources were located close to each other, within 6 mm patch, with no significant difference in the source locations (p = 0.18). The respective MNI coordinates were: MEG-acceleration free [-37.8 -20.0 -51 
Discussion
We found that pressure and force signals, in addition to previously described velocity, acceleration, and EMG signals (Bourguignon et al., 2011 (Bourguignon et al., , 2013b Jerbi et al., 2007; Pollok et al., 2004) , are strongly coherent with MEG signals both during repetitive dynamic and fixed contractions at hand-action frequency. The coherent cortical sources for Fig. 2 . Individual coherence spectra for each reference signal and all 15 subjects. Each trace represents the coherence between MEG and the hand-action-related peripheral signal for a single subject. For each frequency bin, the coherence value displayed is the maximum coherence across the pre-selected 18 gradiometers covering the left rolandic area. The horizontal axis is the frequency in F0 units (i.e. 1 corresponds to F0 and 2 corresponds to F1). Gray horizontal line shows the threshold for statistical significance (p b 0.05).
each task and the respective hand-action-related peripheral signals were located close to each other at the contralateral hand area of the SM1 cortex, with no significant differences between the sources. The source locations agree with the source locations reported in studies on CKC between MEG and acceleration (Bourguignon et al., 2011 (Bourguignon et al., , 2012 or velocity (Jerbi et al., 2007) , as well as on corticomuscular coherence between MEG and EMG (Salenius et al., 1997) and corticomuscular coupling at tremor frequency (Pollok et al., 2004) . Furthermore, the coherence with respect to MEG was stronger with pressure and force signals than with acceleration and EMG signals in most of the hand-action tasks.
Coupling between MEG and hand-action-related peripheral signals
In each subject, all measured hand-action-related peripheral signals were coupled with MEG signals either at F0, F1, or both. The coherence between MEG and the peripheral signals could reflect (1) coupling between generation of motor command at the M1 cortex and the consequent motor output and/or (2) coupling between somatosensory input to the SM1 cortex and the hand action.
In both cases, subtle variability in the performance of the hand actions (e.g. variation in rate and amplitude) could reduce the coherence level. Indeed, the peak amplitude of the peripheral signal was about 30-40% more stable in the squeeze task (pressure) than in the free (acceleration) and fixed-pinch (force) tasks. This finding could partly explain the weaker coherence between MEG and acceleration than between MEG and pressure. However, all the applied peripheral signals were normalized with their Euclidian norm in the coherence analysis to decrease effect of inter-epoch amplitude variation. This procedure reduces the amplitude variation, but some intra-epoch variation will remain. Nevertheless, the clearly reduced stability in hand-action amplitude of the free and fixed-pinch tasks very likely caused variation in the cortical motor output and sensory afferent input and thus, could have reduced the physiological coupling between periphery and the brain.
The rate stability, on the contrary, was the highest in the free task, which on the other hand resulted in the weakest coherence. Moreover, the mean coherence between MEG and acceleration was about 19% (p = 0.002) stronger during the squeeze task than during the free task. These results suggest that both the task and the stability of the hand-action amplitude affect the coherence strength, whereas the effect of stability of the hand-action rate is minor. Our subjects, who were instructed to perform the self-paced hand actions fast but at comfortable rate, reported the squeeze task as the most comfortable to perform. Therefore, comfortable tasks with stable movement amplitude may enhance the brain-hand synchronization. However, further studies are needed to fully clarify the effect of the stability of hand-action rate and amplitude on CKC.
Large movements in the joints of the hand were not crucial for the coherence with MEG as the repetitive fixed pinches, with only small inevitable cyclic movements in the joints of index and thumb, resulted in significant coherence. The coherence was even stronger during the repetitive fixed pinches (MEG-force) than during the free dynamic hand movements (MEG-acceleration). During the repetitive fixedpinches, in addition to some inevitable joint movements, the muscle length is also changing due to cyclic oscillation in contraction force because of elongation of tendon and connective tissue (Hodgson et al., 2006) . Such subtle changes in muscle length are sufficient to activate in e.g. muscle spindles receptors that are extremely sensitive to small length changes (as low as 5 μm during vibration) of their parent muscle (Brown et al., 1967) . Mechanoreceptors of the skin were also activated during the repetitive fixed-pinches as e.g. Pacinian corpuscles are capable to detect tiny 10 nm skin motions (Brisben et al., 1999) and Meissner corpuscles respond to sudden forces as low as 0.5 N acting on the skin of the fingers (Macefield et al., 1996) . Therefore, if the coherence is driven by somatosensory input to the SM1 cortex, coherence between MEG and hand-action-related signals can be expected during all kinds of repetitive hand actions, including repetitive isometric contractions.
The differences in coherence level could be explained by properties of each peripheral signal. At hand-action frequencies, the measured acceleration, pressure, force, and EMG are closely related to each other, but with some differences. For the fixed-pinch and squeeze tasks there was a single well-defined sinusoidal oscillation visible in the force and pressure signals for each contraction cycle. In contrast, for EMG and acceleration, the hand action related features exhibited a more complex oscillatory pattern, although distinguishable repetitive features at hand action frequencies were present. Therefore, the force and pressure signals may provide better estimation of the time courses of the motor and sensory events responsible for the MEG coherence than acceleration and EMG signals. In addition to the properties of the hand-action-related signals, the task affected the coherence strength, as indicated by (1) the stronger MEG-acceleration coherence in the squeeze task than in the free task, and (2) the comparable strengths for MEG-pressure, MEG-EMG and MEG-acceleration coherences in the squeeze task.
It is important to note that we did not observe significant MEG-EMG coherence at 15-40 Hz typical for the well-known corticomuscular coherence Mima and Hallett, 1999; Salenius et al., 1997) . This result is in line with the observation that corticomuscular coherence vanishes during movements with respect to the steady isometric hold period (Kilner et al., 1999) ; indeed, all current tasks involved dynamic elongations and shortenings of muscles and tendons along with movements and the changes of the contraction force which explains the absence of corticomuscular coherence at 15-40 Hz. We suggest that the coupling between MEG and EMG at the fundamental frequency (1.8-5.0 Hz) of the hand actions has different mechanisms than the corticomuscular coherence observed during steady isometric contraction, although in both cases the hand area of the SM1 cortex is involved. CKC may reflect primarily the afferent sensory input from moving hand and its muscles to the cortex, as is suggested by our recent observation of strong CKC during passive finger movements (Piitulainen et al., 2013) .
Corticomuscular coherence is typically strongest during sustained isometric contractions Kilner et al., 1999; Salenius Fig. 4 . Source locations based on the cross-correlograms for acceleration and EMG in free task, pressure in squeeze task, and force in fixed-pinch task for each subject (three upper rows) superimposed on individual MRI in transverse plane. Mean source locations (averaged across the 15 subjects, lowest row) were within 6-mm patch at the "hand knob", and are superimposed on transverse, sagittal, and coronal planes of the MNI brain. , 1997) , and is observed between~15 and 40 Hz depending on the exerted force level Mima and Hallett, 1999) . Corticomuscular coherence has been suggested to mainly reflect modulation of efferent population-level firing from the M1 cortex to the motor units of the muscle(s) (Baker et al., 1997; Salenius and Hari, 2003) , although afferent sensory feedback from the muscle to the central nervous system may also contribute to the corticomuscular coherence (Baker, 2007) . MEG-EMG coherence at hand-action frequency and its first harmonic likely have somewhat different neuronal origin. In line with the current results, cerebromuscular coupling has been detected at tremor frequency (~3.9 Hz) and its first harmonic (~8.1 Hz) during imitation of parkinsonian tremor in healthy subjects (Pollok et al., 2004) , at movement frequency (~1.4 Hz) and its first harmonic (~2.5 Hz) during auditorily paced repetitive finger movements (Pollok et al., 2005a,b) , at movement frequency (~0.5 Hz) during repetitive wrist flexionextensions, and at low frequencies (~5 Hz) during phasic dynamic movements (inter-movement time 8-25 s) (Feige et al., 2000) . These observations may have similar sensorimotor origin as suggested for the current coherence between MEG and the hand-action-related peripheral signals. Thus, the EMG signal seems to provide a good estimation of the time courses of the motor and sensory events responsible for the MEG coherence as is the case for acceleration, force, and pressure signals.
For the current fast repetitive hand actions, we were not able to determine consistent delays between the hand-action-related peripheral signals and the MEG signals and thus could not estimate consistent latencies for the sensory input to cortex and/or the cortical motor output to the muscle. Thus we were not able to pinpoint the relative contributions of afferent and efferent pathways to the observed coherence. However, our recent study showed strong CKC during passive finger movements (Piitulainen et al., 2013) suggesting that CKC may reflect primarily the afferent sensory input from the periphery to the cortex.
Locations of cortical sources of coherent activity
The magnetic field patterns were adequately explained by single current dipoles for all subjects, tasks, and peripheral signals (see Table 2 ). At the level of individual subjects, the cortical sources of coherent activity were typically located at or close to the "hand knob" of the M1 cortex (Yousry et al., 1997) or slightly posterior to central sulcus at the primary sensory (S1) cortex. At group level, the sources were located at the same regions in the MNI brain. The M1 cortex seems to have an important role in the generation of the coherent activity. In monkeys, neuronal spiking and low-frequency (b 4 Hz) local field potentials recorded from the M1 and premotor cortices are synchronized with the reach and grasping kinematics (Bansal et al., 2011) . Therefore, the low-frequency cyclic M1 cortex activity could potentially drive the coherence during repetitive hand-actions.
The M1 cortex is important in the generation of the motor commands, but it also receives proprioceptive input with similar short latencies as the S1 cortex does (Devanandan and Heath, 1975; Lucier et al., 1975) . Therefore, although the coherent sources were partly located at M1 cortex, they can also reflect sensory feedback from the moving hand.
Implications for functional mapping of SM1 cortex
To date, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been the main tool in the non-invasive presurgical evaluation of the SM1 cortex (Bartsch et al., 2006; De Tiège et al., 2009) . Unfortunately, interpretation of fMRI maps is challenging in patients with altered neurovascular coupling caused by various brain disorders (Bartsch et al., 2006; D'Esposito et al., 2003; Korvenoja et al., 2006; Krings et al., 2001 ). In such patients, MEG may represent an alternative to fMRI as it provides direct information about neuronal activity. MEG may be superior to fMRI in some patients with space-occupying lesions for central sulcus identification Mäkelä et al., 2006) .
The strong coherence and nearly 100% success rate of the SM1 cortex localization among the subjects in the current and preceding CKC studies (Bourguignon et al., 2011 (Bourguignon et al., , 2012 indicate that coherence analysis between MEG and various hand-action-related signals has a strong potential in functional mapping of the SM1 cortex. For instance, the success rate of significant corticomuscular coherence during stationary isometric contractions is less than 80% (Pohja et al., 2005) .
The currently studied tasks and peripheral signals were all highly correlated with the hand actions, and thus can serve as potential tools for functional mapping of the SM1 cortex with EEG/MEG. However, their applicability may vary. The squeeze task with pressure monitoring provided the most straightforward and comfortable protocol for hand-area mapping. The pressure sensors can be readily made MEG-compatible, and the same is true for the force transducers used in the fixed-pinch task; however, the subjects considered the fixed-pinch task awkward to perform. Acceleration sensors are easy to use and they do not restrict the choice of dynamic movements. However, the task and reference signal need to be selected based on the special characteristics of the patient, and further studies are needed to confirm the applicability of CKC for functional mapping of the SM1 cortex in different patient groups. Finally, for a consistent identification of the SM1 cortex with MEG in individual patients, a multimodal approach relying on corticokinematic coherence, corticomuscular coherence, and somatosensory evoked fields would be preferred.
Conclusions
MEG signals are strongly coupled with hand-action-related acceleration, force, pressure, and surface EMG during dynamic and repetitive fixed contractions. Coherence and source analysis based on these signals proved them all to have similar cortical origin at the SM1 cortex. All these signals can potentially be used in functional mapping of the human SM1 cortex.
